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*** Boxed set of the second 3 Cutthroat Business mysteries featuring Southern Belle turned Realtor

Savannah Martin ***Savannah has always been a good girl, doing what was expected and fully

expecting life to fall into place in its turn. But when her perfect husband turns out to be a lying,

cheating slimeball - and bad in bed to boot - Savannah kicks the jerk to the curb and embarks on life

on her own terms. With a new apartment, a new career, and a brand new outlook on life, she's all

set to take the world by storm. If only the world would stop throwing her curveballs... CLOSE TO

HOME - book #4Savannah's late. The kind of late that comes with midnight feedings and the

pitter-patter of little feet. And while it's a circumstance that should make everyone happy - now she

can finally settle down and marry Todd Satterfield, the way everyone's been hoping and praying! - it

isn't Todd's baby. And Rafe, whose baby it is, didn't sign on for fatherhood.Add in the murder of

Savannah's sister-in-law Sheila, the trial of Sheila's friend Marley, and the disappearance of Rafe's

twelve year old son David - the kid he never knew he had! - and things get complicated fast. And

there is worse to come: When Rafe comes back to Nashville to help look for David, and learns that

Savannah's pregnant, things do not work out the way Savannah had hoped. In the end, she's left

with nothing she wanted and a whole lot of trouble she didn't, and for once, Rafe's not there to save

the day. A DONE DEAL - book #5Silver bells, silver bells... It's Christmas time in Nashville, and all

Savannah wants to unwrap on Christmas morning is Rafe Collier. Unfortunately, things don't look so

good. He's back in town, but not alone: on his arm is a stunning brunette, just the kind of woman

Savannah always suspected was his type. When Alexandra Puckett asks her help in figuring out a

way to stop Maybelle Driscoll from marrying Alex's father Steven, Savannah jumps on the chance.

It'll give her something to think about other than Rafe and the mysterious Carmen, and anyway, she

doesn't like Maybelle much herself. Between investigating Maybelle's past, helping her clients

Aislynn and Kylie buy a house, and stalking Carmen and Rafe, Savannah soon has her hands full.

And that's before someone starts gunning for her. Suddenly it's not a question of unwrapping

anything on Christmas morning anymore; it's a question of whether she'll even survive to see

another Christmas. CHANGE OF HEART - book #6Itâ€™s late February, just two months after

Savannah Martin and Rafael Collier finally worked things out between them, and Rafe is already

sneaking out of bed in the wee hours. Catching fellow realtor Tim Briggs rinsing blood from his

hands in the office sink makes for a welcome distraction, and when Tim disappears just as one of

his clients is found dead in a nearby park, Savannah throws herself into the investigation with

abandon.But even the murder mystery taking place right under her nose canâ€™t completely

distract her from worrying about personal problems. Has Rafe changed his mind about their



relationship, or is something else going on? And what are the chances of Savannah coming out of

this latest debacle with her life â€“ and her heart â€“ intact?*** Contains an excerpt of Savannah

Martin Mystery #7, Kickout Clause ***
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I have managed to read all 6 Savannah Martin mysteries. At the time of this rating, there are 4 more

already in print, with another one due to be released. With my rating only happening in what can be

seen as early in the series, I felt I needed to make mention of my thoughts and feelings so

far....While the writing is alright, I happen to have issues with the progression of the stories.

Especially regarding the constant review of stories past being done. The mention of previous stories

being summarized makes it more likely that I will skip the next 3 books and start again there. Simply

put.... Too much repetitive internalized thought. There have been more than a handful of times of

which I wanted to throttle the main character, Savannah. Nobody that smart (a woman on the path

of being a lawyer) can be that clueless and naive. I do love Rafe's portrayal. Definitely a worthy

character to read even after the mystery of who he is professionally.In book number 5, A Done Deal,

I felt that the book was taking a turn for the better. By book 6, I was back to wanting to throttle



Savannah or throw my kindle against the wall.I can honestly say that I can give a rating of this

series (up to and including book 6), a solid 3 star rating. While this book and this series does mirror

Ms Evanovich's Stephanie Plum series, it also loses its steam just as quickly and tends to fall flat

more often than not. I guess this series is not for me.

Actually I love this series. I bought the boxed set 4-6 as soon as I finished the first boxed

set.Savannah seems to find trouble or maybe the trouble finds Savannah but somehow she gets

through it...usually with Rafe's help.Savannah's character is definitely growing and she comes out of

her Southern Belle self and Rafe...well...Rafe is the "bad" boy who grew up on the wrong side of the

tracks. They make a great couple.There's mystery, murders, some bedroom scenes and even some

humor. These stories are fun, quick reads.

In really enjoying these light and funny mysteries, with just a bit of sex.My only issue, which is why I

gave it four and not five stars, is the repetition of information in each book.Savannah is,a character

who has,she be issues herself and gets in to situations that perhaps she could avoid.Her

relationship with her many relatives is fun and real.

Strong characters with a murder or two woven in the story of Savannah and Rafe. I just wish

Savannah wouldn't act like a jealous teenager so many times .. it adds nothing to the story. I haven't

decided if I want to continue with these books or not .. I have read six and am about halfway through

the series.I highly recommend these books and this author.

I love these Savannah Martin stories! I hope they go for a long time. Savannah finds herself in

mysteries, trying to help. Thank goodness Rafe shows up when he does. From opposite sides of the

tracks, their lives are becoming intermingled and I love it. There is murder and mayhem all around

and lets not forget romance, and not always welcome. Dear Savannah is a proper southern lady

after all.

Love these books and plan on reading the 12 series. I hope Jenna Bennet plans on more. The

stories are mysteries, love, comedy and a well to do white girl in love with a colored young man.

Jenna writes great books, the kind that have a lot of the same characters in it, and the kind that

once you start to read, you hate to put down.



I didn't like these three stories as well as the first three. There is entirely too much rehashing of the

previous plots which is unnecessary. And by the sixth story the H and H should be able to

communicate better. I just wanted to reach into my Kindle and shake them. Still good entertainment,

though.

Wonderful plots and story lines. LOTS OF BAD LANGUAGE! LOTS OF X-RATED SEXUAL

CONTENTS. LOTS OF USING GOD'S NAME IN VAIN. NOT FOR CHRISTIANS AT ALL.The sad

thing is that God gave her the gift of writing and she uses his name in vain so much. She could do

these books without all the "F' words and sexual stuff and using God's name in vain and they still be

a wonderful story to read.I am sad to not be able to read anymore of her books, because I love the

characters and the story plots.
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